Remarks on Lumi.
• Integrated luminosity at LHCb may be measured by:
-Beam-gas interaction in VELO -Van der Meer Scan (10% ) -Z 0 and W-rapidity distribution fit (~1.6% in 100 pb -1 ) -Elastic di-muon production (~3% in 100 pb -1 )
• Or take ratios to a known process, i.e. B + → J/ψ K +
• Or normalized to ATLAS/CMS results at the overlap region
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Uncertainties
• Statistical error <10% per p t and η bin with 5pb -1 at 8TeV
• Need real data to understand tracking, muon PID, vertexing … i.e. acceptance vs cosθ could be checked by B + → J/ψ K +
• Error on luminosity: ~10%
• Error on Br(b→J/ψ X): ~9%
• Error on fit: possible errors from fit function etc.
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Charmonium/bottomonium physics: a short list
• ϒ family 
Summary
• 5 pb -1 of data with muon trigger will contain ~ 3.2 million reconstructed J/ψ events, allow study of prompt J/ψ cross section and polarisation
• Naturally leads to measurements/studies of: -bb cross section -χ c1,2 , ψ(2S) Production -ϒ production -Possible measurements of exotic XYZ states
